
Reborchick, Margaret, CIV, WSO-BRAC 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Fetzer, William, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Monday, August 22,2005 510 PM 
Reborchick, Margaret, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
Hanna, James, CIV, WSO-BRAC 
FW: Brand New Hospital under Construction near crash Zone Va.Beach 

Marcy, please enter this email into the library so that this input is recorded 
officially. 

Thanks, Bill Fetzer 

- - - - - Original Message----- 
From: Daniel McCarthy [ \ p H  
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2005 3:25 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Brand New Hospital under Construction near crash Zone Va.Beach 

Bill---We have gotten lots of mail. I only forward this one because the writer claims he 
is being muzzled and has tried to get data to the Commission. 

>>> <I-! 08/21/05 12:15 PM s > z  
Dear Mayor, 

As a citizen of Va. Beach (45 years) I was extremely impressed by your panel's 
professionalism and I believe Cecil is the best place for the Superhornets. 

I hope the vote goes your way. 

There is some information that our reporters won't report so I am hoping that Jax can use 
it to their advantage. On the south west corner of the main runway Oceana, on the opposite 
end of the runway where the condo site is, a brand new hospital is under construction. I 
will be happy to send you information if you like. This hospital is in a 65-70 noise zone 
and within a 1000+ feet of a crash zone. I am with a coalition of landowners who are being 
used as pawns in the deception and misrepresentations by the city in their efforts to save 
Oceana and I am disgusted with the statements our Mayor, City Council and State officials 
are saying. This hospital news is not something they want to be known by the Brac 
Commission and since I've tried to let the BRAC know about this without any results, I 
think you may have better luck. The area the Hospital is in is called Princess Anne 
Commons and is in the direct landing path for the main runway. The hospital is a Sentara 
or Bon Secours and can be found if you look on the city's website. 

I sincerely hope that this information reaches the Commissioners before the vote and I 
wish you and your city the best of luck. 

Wade 

DCN 8056




